Plasma SIV RNA (copies/ml) vs. Weeks after SIV\textsubscript{mne} inoculation

CD8+ cells/μL blood vs. Weeks after SIV\textsubscript{mne} inoculation

Plasma SIV RNA (copies/ml) and CD8+ cells/μL blood over time following SIV\textsubscript{mne} inoculation.

Graph shows the dynamics of plasma SIV RNA copies/ml and CD8+ cells/μL blood levels over time in weeks after SIV\textsubscript{mne} inoculation for different subjects, indicated by different symbols.

Subjects represented:
- Solid black circles: 93217
- Open black circles: 93194
- Filled black triangles: 93040
- Open white triangles: 93043

Key events:
- cM-T807 indicated by an arrow pointing upwards.